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“My life is marked by contrasts—then and now, 
light and darkness. Heaven and Hell.” 

first lines of James Scott Bell’s Presumed Guilty 

 
 

October 17, 2007 
Janet: 
 
A few years ago I was standing in line at the drugstore when I heard a woman’s voice shout, 
“Jim Bell, you dirty dog!” 
 Stunned, I looked for the source of the invective. But my vision was obscured by people 
and displays. 
 “You are a dirty dog!” 
 At that point, the people in my line, not to mention the whole store, were wondering 
about this resonant accusation. No one knew it was directed at me, of course. But that was 
about to change. An attractive blond suddenly approached. I recognized her immediately. She 
was a member of my church. She had this huge smile on her face as she came right up to me 
and said again, “Jim Bell, you are a dirty dog!” 
 Now the people in line were looking back at me, wondering with whom they were in 
such close proximity. 
 “You kept me up all night!” the blond said. 
 The old woman directly in front of me looked shocked. 
 My friend said, “I started your book last night and couldn’t put it down!” 
 With a sigh of relief, I looked at the old woman as if to say, Nothing to see here. Move 
along. 
 She scowled at me and turned her back. 
 To my friend I said, “Thanks so much. That’s, er, one of the nicest compliments I’ve 
ever received.” 
 “Just wanted you to know!” 
 I guess I’ll take “Dirty Dog” to some of the other things I’ve been called. As a former 
criminal lawyer, I’m familiar with colorful labels. All of them beat the embarrassed silence which 
follows this more typical response (I usually get this at Starbucks): 
 
FELLOW: So what are you working on? 
JSB: A book. 
FELLOW: You a writer? 
JSB: Uh-huh. 
FELLOW: Have I heard of you? 
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Inevitably, no. The fellow’s face drips with disappointment. I usually excuse myself at that point 
by saying, “I have to take this,” and picking up my cell phone to say, “Hi Steve. No, I’m not 
going to give you the rights. I was disappointed in Munich.” 
 Or not. 
 The point is, the “celebrity author” thing is highly overrated. Even those with #1 NY 
Times bestsellers are only known by a relative few. And a yearning for adulation can be 
destructive. The moment you start believing your press releases, you’re on a slippery slope. 
 Much more important is to just be about your business, day to day, which is writing 
something that will keep readers up long into the night. And, equally important, be about 
something. Mere entertainment is fine for some, but it is the author who passionately believes 
in his story who makes the mark. If you don’t believe that, consider two novels published in 
1957, both of which became bestsellers and, to this day, sell tens of thousands of copies per 
year. 
 Yet they couldn’t be more different. 
 On the Road by Jack Kerouac is almost a stream-of-consciousness narrative, a jazz riff, 
celebrating present moment experience. 
 Atlas Shrugged by Ayn Rand is a monumental door stop of a novel that is, in reality, a 
philosophical argument for the life of the mind and “rational self-interest.” 
 So what accounts for the perennial popularity of these two divergent novels? 
 Three things. 
 First, they were about something. For Kerouac, this journey on the road was about self-
discovery and “beatitude” (the word Kerouac insisted was the real basis for Beat Generation). 
Rand wanted nothing less than to shift the entire course of Western Civilization. No pressure. 
 Second, the authors passionately believed what they were writing. You can’t read a 
single page in these books that does not contain narrative fervor. 
 And finally, each writer cared about their craft. They had two entirely different styles, of 
course. But both worked hard to get good at what they did. Rand wrote in the grand romantic 
tradition of Victor Hugo. Kerouac was trying to develop a whole new approach he called “Be 
Bop Prose Rhapsody.” Both succeeded in their unique fashion. 
 Now, I do not agree with the philosophies in either of these books. I don’t buy the 
atheism of Rand or the dissolute enthusiasms of Kerouac. 
 But I want to write with the same three dynamics they wrote with. May that be true for 
you as well. Write about something, something you care passionately about. Be intentional 
about learning your craft. 
 Do that and you might even be called a dirty dog someday—and like it. 
 
Peace! 
Jim 
Woodland Hills, CA 
 

The point is, the ‘celebrity author’ thing is highly overrated.  
Even those with #1 NY Times bestsellers are only known by a relative few.  

And a yearning for adulation can be destructive.  
The moment you start believing your press releases, you’re on a slippery slope. 

 
 
MY STORY –LAWYER WITH A POET’S HEART 

“Is that James Scott Bell?” I whispered in the bookstore to Elaine. The guy in Hawaiian shirt 
and thongs didn’t resemble the suit I expected of a lawyer-type, nor quite matched the full-
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haired pic in the brochure. But someone had asked him for his autograph and said she’d be a 
student in his class. He had to be faculty. 
 “Why, yes,” Elaine replied. “Hey, I’ll introduce you.” 
 “Nah, I’ll do it. After all, I already know him.” 
Through internet correspondence, we’re allowed entre to all sorts of people. Because we 
recognize the name and exchange some e-mails, we feel we ‘know’ the person. That’s the way 
it was with James Scott Bell.  
 As members of an online writing group, I learned of his talent, his humor, and some of 
his passions before I personally met him at a writer’s conference.  But I had never read any of 
his work. At that event, although he had already penned a half dozen novels or so, I picked up 
a book of his poetry with the curious title, The Night Carl Sagan Stepped on My Cat.  This little 
booklet, self-published in 1988, was one of his earliest creative writings. Not quite what he 
would become—as an issues-oriented, action-packed, suspense novelist—but the kernels were 
there. The imagery flits around—such as, Redemption’s Millard “wet like an alley rat overtaken 
by an uncorked hydrant.” The short pieces reveal edgy explosions of insight, pushing and 
jabbing the world’s buttons to splay Jesus light into its dark errors. He bristles at status quo. 
 Poets spill a lot of beans. Their poems are like diary entries into their dreams and 
phobias and pet peeves. Poetry reveals what gets on their first and last nerve. And what 
touches soul places in the heart. 
 What did I learn about James Scott Bell from The Night Carl Sagan Stepped on My Cat? 
 His delight in fatherhood--“We laughed and rolled and laughed and rolled.” 
 His humility through marriage—“I become an exclamation point and expect you to be a 
semi-colon.” 
 His theology—“the score is about 89-75 in favor of spiritual darkness.” 

His philosophy—Nietzsche breeds nutcases. 
His penchant for being real—about flophouses, hugh hefner, and suicide. 
His take on Darwin--if he was right, cats could answer phones by now. 
His wit in pondering the tales of egg salads. 

The style’s reminiscent of songwriter and poet, Rod McKuen: at once gentle and direct. And in 
McKuen’s continuous narrative poem, Listen to the Warm, he opines of love, loneliness, 
alienation and a cat named Sloopy. 
 

WHY FANS LOVE JAMES SCOTT BELL 
 

When it comes to James Scott Bell’s fiction, 

‘Resistance is futile,’  
to quote a line from Presumed Guilty. 

So why even try?! 
Linda Wakefield Kelley 

ChristianParentingSource.com 
 

Reader I.D.  
This author lives in his setting, his location. Most of his stories careen in the streets of L.A. or 
Hollywood, capturing its sights, smells, all the sensory delights, as well as the sordid underbelly. 
The ocean, the mountains, the culture, the attitude, the courtrooms--you feel like you’re there. 
Reviewer of Try Dying, Jake Chism (BookshelfReview.com) states: “Bell’s portrayal of Los 
Angeles is captivating and the city is beautifully brought to life through the pages.” 
 “The Hollywood context (in Breach of Promise), says author Randy Singer, “adds just 
the right amount of flair.” And reveals Bell’s shrewd analysis of Sin City.  
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“Growing up in Los Angeles and living here still, I’ve been handed perhaps the greatest suspense 
landscape ever. My books will be full of the authentic detail readers of modern thriller love, with 

insights into police work and the criminal justice system.” James Scott Bell, “Why I Wrote Try Dying 
 

“I once had an LAPD detective take me for a ride along through ‘the box’ in downtown L.S., the area 
that includes Skid Row. He showed me how to visually ID the crackheads, the prostitutes, the drug 

dealers, the mentals. That was eye-opening, a whole different world, where every street has its own 
rules.”  interview by C. J. Darlington, TitleTrakk.com, with James Scott Bell 

 
 But it’s his characters who get you involved. They’re colorful. They’re real—with flaws, 
pasts, struggles, doubts. They resonate. You connect. You laugh with them. You cry with them. 
You get deeply involved in the pains and joys, the longings and terrors. You root for them. You 
love them. They seize your allegiance. For a time, they’re you. Bell’s readers identify. “I got 
right into the protagonist’s skin,” says Sharon Souza. “Readers ask bigger questions of their 
own lives,” say many others. 

The equating tension can be almost unbearable.  
 

No Legal Grounds hits closer to home.  
We all have people in our pasts who could hold a grudge against us  
like Nicky does against Sam. Any one of us could be in Sam’s shoes.  

James Scott Bell is an expert wordsmith, artfully placing us in the scene.  

We’re not just observing his characters, we’re involved with them.  
We rejoice in their triumphs, wince at their pain, and root for them to win.  

C. J. Darlington, TitleTrakk.com 

 
 Family conflict. Career crises. The pursuit of justice and fairness. Bell’s stories feature 
real people with real problems, his fans agree. Caring about the characters who clash each 
other and collide with evil, within and without, intensifies the suspense. 

 Such as . . .  
Kit Shannon, The Trials of Kit Shannon Series, a female lawyer and sleuth, ever in 

pursuit of justice, in 1905 Los Angeles. She’s smart and tough, clever and spunky. Bell takes 
you along to solve the mysteries, and help Kit fight formidable adversaries.   
 Lindy Field’s got the bravado and courage to never give up, in Sins of the Father. 
 Steve Conroy, a gritty character who battles cocaine addiction, in The Whole Truth. 
 Mark Gillen, a sometime, struggling actor and father who doesn’t have it all together, is  
thrust into the fight of his life (Breach of Promise) and doesn’t lose his dry sense of humor. 
Maddie, his young daughter, will grab your heart. 
 Jed Brown, the likeable bounty hunter, hits the road with lawyer Janice Ramsey to find 
her daughter and her kidnapper, and hopes to discover his brother’s killer too. 
 Try Dying features Ty Buchanon, a mourning young lawer, “a flawed hero who’s doing 
his best to overcome” (Richard Mabry).  He’s got appealing, sarcastic wit. He’s believable and 
likeable. Most important, he’s series-worthy. Buchanan’s willing to seek truth at the cost of his 
career. 
 Bell captivates the reader with his characters motivations. For example, contrast 
Charlene, a lawyer, and Anne, a gangster’s girlfriend, in the suspense novel, Deadlock: 
  

It was dark outside her apartment, almost moonless. She had 
  an indescribable feeling of evil hovering not just here, but over  

the whole country. And she had to do something about it. 
Charlene Moore in Deadlock, p.43 
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Washington, D.C., was Anne’s world. But New York City was 

her kind of town. . .She needed edge. Life was a big, fat 
farce without edge. 

Anne Deveraux in Deadlock, p.147 
 

You’ll have a hard time getting out of your chair while reading The Nephilim Seed.  
The fast pace literally propels you from chapter to chapter and you’ll find yourself wishing  

you could take the whole day for reading ‘to find out what happens next!’  
Bell’s salty character Jed Brown is a winner,  

and someone you’ll root for from beginning to end. 
Lisa Samson, author of The Church Ladies, Songbird, Quaker Summer 

 
(Bell) somehow manages to give a character’s entire compelling backstory in one succinct line. 

Deborah Raney, author of A Vow To Cherish, Beneath a Southern Sky 
 

This is ultimately a story about real people with real problems (Breach of Promise).  

Be ready to leave a little piece of your heart with the flawed but likeable protagonist  
and his endearing little daughter. This is James Scott Bell at his best.  

Randy Singer, author of By Reason of Insanity, False Witness 
 

The courtroom drama will keep you on the edge of your seat waiting to object!  
D. Burns, bookjunkieconfessions.blogspot.com 

 
 The secondary characters, the supporting cast entrances too. With stories all their own, 

they could play lead in their own novels. Such as the nontraditional, fallen priest and Sister 
Mary Veritas, a basketball playing nun, in Try Dying. Distinct. They’re memorable, believable. 
Scenes zing with just the right development of minor characters. 
 And then there’s the engaging plots. Twists upon twists. “You’ll never know the ending 
of a James Scott Bell novel until you get there,” says writer and reviewer, Ane Mulligan. 

    
 
Bell’s Got Issues 
 
 How does a hot young lawyer on the rise, a guy with a future draped with Brioni, 
 go from the twentieth floor to the county jail? How does a guy become something 
 he’s never been, more animal than man, able to and wanting to hurt people? Kill 
 people? How does he go from light to darkness as fast as you can flip a switch in 
 a mortuary basement? from Try Dying 
 

Bell’s becoming known for gutsy, absorbing premises. Gritty realism. Earthy entertainment and 

high suspense with a message. Themes ripped from today’s headlines. Stories as fresh as 
today’s news. That’s what James Scott Bell readers want. That’s what they get. Bell’s characters 
discuss Nietzche and post-modernism, philosophy and theology, as well as abortion and pointed 
movie critiques. 
 Bell’s not afraid to engage any issue. Phillip Tomasso agrees: “He tackles controversial 
issues and is not afraid to pull and peel at them until nothing but truth is left exposed.”  

Alcoholism. Drugs. Adultery. Spousal abuse. Post-traumatic-stress disorder. And 
pornography. Porn’s no longer on the seedy side streets of large inner cities. Talk shows 
mainline hookers and strippers as news items. All of a sudden sleaze is accessible everywhere, 
to everyone. And it’s big money for pretty girls and their pimps. Adult video stores open in small 
towns and suburbs. Graphic images and deceptive come-ons invade computers, TVs, and taunt 
the minds and hearts of those you care about. Bell hits hard on the porn epidemic in Presumed 
Guilty. 
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 Then there’s the perils of manipulating genes in The Nephilim Seed. The wedding of 
genetic science and technology without ethics takes on chilling consequences.  
 Breach of Promise takes on prejudice against custodial single fathers and the ugliness of 
estranged spouses on opposing ends of a courtroom. 
 The hero and his family fight the stranglehold of a sociopath bent on destroying them in 
No Legal Grounds. 
 Darren DiCinni is a normal, scrawny teenager, but the thirteen-year-old just shot and 
killed six people (Sins of the Father). 
 Bell stated in an interview with C. J. Darlington (TitleTrakk.com) that he tries “to give all 
characters a fair shake, even the ones on the ‘wrong’ side of things. Complexity of character 
makes for a much stronger read, especially when you’re dealing with hot button issues.” 
  

James Scott Bell takes on tough issues and deals with them head-on  
in this absolutely riveting story (Sins of the Father).  

He carries his readers through grueling loss while extracting mercy from places you’d never expect.  
He manages to evoke sympathy for even the most unsympathetic characters,  

and raises questions that need to be asked about our system of justice— 
while conveying insightful understanding of the system itself and those who participate in it.  

Michael Berrier 

  
 

CHRISTIAN CRAFTSMAN IN A “WE’RE NOT AMUSED” WORLD 
 
 Even thought the dark might be darker, the light of truth still shines, a much loved 
 quality always found in a Bell novel. No Legal Grounds isn’t a sugar coated, feel-good 

 piece. That’s not what it’s meant to be. It’s an honest look at one man’s struggle to 
 protect his family and overcome society’s evils. Through Sam’s journey we come to 

 understand how we can overcome ALL evil—through the light of the Truth. 
C. J. Darlington, TitleTrakk.com 

 

Every writer has a worldview. What does it mean to be a Christian and an author?  
Life is still painted in all its edginess. Bell’s plots teem with thrills and chills. But there’s 

other layers. Such as. . .hope. Redemption. Help for the reader’s own spiritual journey. Showing 
the light of God’s grace beyond the darkness. The faith element is woven into the plot. There’s 
themes of the power of forgiveness and grace and the certainty of the afterlife. But more than 
that, he offers a rebuttal to those who attack Christian values and morals as outdated, along 
with a commentary on our times. 
 It also means his fiction will be minus some things. Like profuse profanity. Or gratuitous 
violence. Or salaciousness of any sort. No run-of-the-mill smut. No dragging the reader through 
the filthiest gutter and leaving them there. He doesn’t earn an R rating. 
 
 I sense there’s a big audience out there. . .They still want a good read, a thrill ride, 
 their suspense tough and gritty with lots of twists and turns. But they don’t want all 
 the offensive elements. 

James Scott Bell, “Why I Wrote Try Dying” 
 

In Presumed Guilty, Bell penetrates modern day spiritual welfare, with insights into the 
gore and glory, both in the U.S. and in places like Iraq. Jared Hamilton, a Marine, battled 
against guns and demons in the Middle East, fighting for ancient, maybe eternal stakes. And 
Jared meets an angel. 

Bell’s faith aspect causes him to ask a different sort of ‘What If” questions for his plot 
lines. Taken from the back cover of Deadlock--“For years, Millicent Hollander has been the 
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consistent swing vote on abortion and other hot-button issues. Now she’s poised to make 
history as the first female Chief Justice of the United States Supreme Court. But something is 
about to happen that no one has counted on, least of all Hollander: a near-death experience 
that will thrust her on a journey toward God.” And a changed opinion, a converted perspective 
from her former atheism. 

 
I would compare this book (Try Dying) to be on par with John Grisham  

just without sex or cursing. . .an excellent story without having to resort to filler material.  
There were several places in the story where I could see another author just throwing in a sex scene  

or placing a few f-bombs to add space. But the story does not need it at all.  

Deborah, Books, Movies, and Chinese Food blog reviewer 
 

Bell sews the devotion and dependency on the Lord with human frailty and flaws so well  
you almost don’t know its happening. 
Shawneda Marks, Golden Book Club 

 
UPPING THE STAKES 
 
 (Try Dying) marks a departure for Bell, who has made a name for himself as a 
 writer of legal inspirational thrillers. With Try Dying, Bell has switched genres and 

 publishers. Through Center Street publishing, he is writing a mainstream suspense 
 novel. . . . Bill Garrison 
 

 “A master of suspense” – Library Journal 
“One of the best writers out there, bar none” – Library Review 

James Scott Bell’s fiction has been compared by Booklist  
and The Los Angeles Times to Raymond Chandler and Dashiell Hammett,  

two of his favorite authors. 

 
Bell stated in his letter above that he cared about three things. That his writing is about 
something. That he addressed themes he truly believed. And that he’d keep improving his craft. 
Faithful fans of Bell’s books can see he’s reaching those goals. 
 As he ‘ups the stakes’ within his novels and with each succeeding novel, there’s been a 
shift, an evolvement. “Bell’s novels have taken a darker turn these days,” C. J. Darlington notes 
of The Whole Truth (2008). 
 Many fans consider his earlier works, such as The Trials of Kit Shannon, much tamer. 
Now he’s more into Book Noir. However, he still maintains satisfying and sensitive sub-stories 
for his heros, such as Mark Gillen’s sweet love for his five-year-old daughter in Breach of 
Promise. This novel, published in 2004, seemed to be a turning point in stepping things up. Bell 
admits he knew his plotting had always been strong, but he needed to work on his characters.   
 
 So I designed a six month ‘self study’ program. I read books on characterization. What 

 was it about Scarlett O’Hara, Vito Corleone, Holden Caulfield? When I wrote Breach of 
 Promise, all this came together for me in a new way. 

  Interview with C. J. Darlington, TitleTrakk.com 

 
Now he’s expanded into a different direction, aiming for a whole new audience with Try Dying, 
published with Center Street. “This imprint is trying to give good, non-offensive quality to 
general market readers,” says Bell in a recent interview with Julie Arduini of the Christian 
Writers Forum blog. “I think there’s a big market for that. I’ve contracted for three books as a 
series.” 
 The next book starring Ty Buchanan is entitled Try Darkness (2008). 
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##########THE END########## 
 

 
JAMES SCOTT BELL is the bestselling author of Try Dying, No Legal Grounds, Presumed 
Guilty, Glimpses of Paradise, Breach of Promise and several other thrillers. He is a winner of the 
Christy Award for Excellence in inspirational fiction, and was a fiction columnist for Writers 
Digest magazine. His popular book Write Great Fiction: Plot & Structure is from Writers Digest 
books.  Bell graduated with honors from the University of Southern California Law Center and 
has written over 300 articles and numerous books for the legal professions. A former trial 
lawyer, he now writes and speaks full time. He appeared as an expert commentator on Good 
Morning America, CBS radio and in Newsweek magazine during the O. J. Simpson murder trial. 
His book on search and seizure law is the leading authority in its field.  
His website: www.JamesScottBell.com 
 
Janet Chester Bly has authored eleven books, such as Awakening Your Sense of Wonder and 
Hope Lives Here. In addition, she has co-authored eighteen books with her husband, award-
winning western author, Stephen Bly, including The Hidden West Series and The Carson City 
Chronicles. Check her out at www.BlyBooks.com 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


